454 rv engine

Hot Rodding is a hobbyâ€”not a careerâ€”for the vast majority of us. We drool over billet, but
settle for cast, and pinch pennies to eek the most out of our performance purchases.
Horsepower per dollar is worth its weight in gold, and with this octane-compatible, horsepower
barnstormer of a build, welcome to El Dorado. The interior was decrepit, and the external
fiberglass paneling was cracked and rotting. The engine, however, a ci mark IV big-block Chevy,
was healthy and showed only 35, miles on the clock. Behind it was a TH that had been treated to
a recent rebuild. As a whole, the RV was an ungainly eyesore. Under the skin, it was a perfect
drivetrain donor. While vehicles of this stature aren't the most common or practical platforms
out there, Ford, Chevy, and Dodge all offered big blocks for motorhome service. We have seen
several make appearances at junkyards over the years, though they do present a much more
challenging engine-pull scenario, which we'll attest to firsthand. Knowing the RV was a lost
cause from the get-go, no time was wasted being gentle pulling the engine. Sawzall's buzzed,
prybars levered, and cutting torch flames licked away obstacles. Soon the grease-ball of a
big-block was out and headed to Westech for a dyno and some mandatory speed parts.
Afterward, it would find a new home between the fenders of a GMC truck project. Smog era big
blocks get a bad rap. Their sub But what would the year-old engine crank out on the engine
dyno? Though it had a relatively conservative odometer reading of 35,, lugging around a
multi-ton motorhome isn't an easy life. Westech's Troy Goldie buckled the big-block into the
dyno cell and Steve Brul worked the throttle for the first pull. Through the stock Quadrajet
carburetor and a set of uncorked dyno headers, the engine delivered an oddly quiet horsepower
and whopping lb-ft of torque. It was definitely healthy and far livelier than expected. But who
can leave well-enough alone? The goal wasn't simply to validate a stock RV engine, but to see
what kind of grunt was locked inside those cubic inches by installing a better-breathing top end.
The kit included gaskets, valvetrain and camshaft, fasteners, and a set of PowerOval as-cast
cylinder heads. That is certainly a significant amount of coin, but feasible for most gearheads
with a project car piggy bank, or during tax return season. Brul did note that a dual-plane intake
would have likely provided more torque down low without giving up much on the top end due to
the engine's planned conservative redline. The old top end was unceremoniously yanked from
the virgin motor revealing carbon-coated, but un-damaged pistons. We cleaned the deck
surfaces and laid fresh Felpro gaskets in place. This kit utilized a roller cam ground with
degrees of intake duration and of exhaust duration as measured at 0. The lobe separation angle
was cut at degrees and valve lift measured 0. Because this engine was not equipped with a
cam-stopper plate as some later big-blocks are was necessary to control camshaft endplay.
Brule grabbed a roller thrust bearing from Wetech's parts stores and installed the camshaft,
timing chain and sprocket, lifters, and the remainder of the valvetrain. The intake was then
bolted in place and the factory HEI distributor reused. We opted to borrow one of Westech's
Holley Ultra HP carbs because of the tuning-parts on hand, but in theory the Quadrajet, with its
plus cfm, could have be reused. With the engine buttoned up, it spun the dyno once more,
recording horsepower and lb-ft of torquea horsepower improvement over stock! Is a head and
cam swap a bolt-on affair? We'll gladly stand on our soapbox and say yes! On a pushrod
engine, the job can easily be accomplished in a day, requiring no specialized tools and with no
need to pull the engine from the carâ€”sounds like a bolt-on to us. Thrilled to have bolted plus
horsepower onto an otherwise-stock RV engine, we began to ponder where else power was
hidden. After some quick math, it was determined the engine only had an 8. So, to verify the
affliction for cheap gas, we purged the dyno tank, refilling it with run-of-the-mill 87 octane from
a local station. If detonation were to occur, the dyno would show a reduction in power and
torque. Instead, it showed a 7-horsepower increase in horsepower and 5 lb-ft rise in torque.
Next time you're perusing the local boneyard, give that monstrous motor home a second look.
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Chevrolet, the cubic-inch big-block V-8 is a workhorse used in a multitude of applications. The
reliability and high torque made it an ideal choice for everything from light duty trucks, to SUVs
and motorhomes. In its current displacement capacity, the engine debuted in It has since
received several refreshes and updates through the years, allowing it to stay competitive and
meet the expectations of demanding buyers. It is also customizable, making it highly tunable for
different configurations and vehicles. This 7. Horsepower output varied slightly and was
application specific, but typically count on hp to hp, with torque slightly higher, coming in at lb.
The large bore and stroke made the vast majority of power available just off idle, enabling it to
be a very capable towing and RV platforms. The motor is normally aspirated, meaning it does
not rely on turbos or supercharging, contributing to the excellent low-rpm torque
characteristics. It is fuel injected and runs on regular unleaded gas. A popular choice for
recreation vehicles, the Chevy found its home in motor-homes, although it was never originally
designed for that purpose. The volume of engines produced, vast parts availability and

relatively cheap cost made the transplant extremely attractive. In the engine was typically found
in a long list of Chevrolet pickup trucks, Vans and SUVs, including the popular C truck series,
as well as the GMC Suburban line of full-size sport utility vehicles. Many reputable engine
builders offer turnkey solutions based on the Chevy for a number of vehicles. Given the volume
of engines produced based on this platform, builders offer a comprehensive warranty program.
Expect at least a five-year or ,mile warranty. Jeff Slater has been a freelance writer since and
was first published in the York University student newspaper "AfterWord. He holds a bachelor's
degree in computer science from Riverton University. Finding Your Engine Many reputable
engine builders offer turnkey solutions based on the Chevy for a number of vehicles.
References HiPerformer. Why a motorhome? Well, they can be had stupidly cheap, not counting
the extra work it takes to remove the engine and then dispose of the lifeless RV. Of course, the
guys wanted to see what the old iron block had in her, so they ran a baseline test. They left all
the original parts in place like the two-barrel carburetor and dilapidated ignition system. Only a
set of dyno headers and an electric water pump were different. Surprisingly, the laid down an
impressive horsepower and pound-feet of torque. But like any stock engine, there was tons of
power left to be squeezed out. Hot Rod decided to bolt up some typical speed parts. The old
cast-iron cylinder heads and low-rise intake manifold were dumped in favor of some aluminum
PowerOval heads from Trick-Flow with upgraded valvetrain and a Summit single-plane intake
manifold. The old camshaft came out, too, with a meatier hydraulic bump stick with 0. Topping
the engine is a borrowed four-barrel Holley XP carburetor. The results: horsepower and
pound-feet of torque on octane pump gas! That represents a percent increase in horsepower.
Best of all, this engine will make that power all day long without the threat of grenading under
the stress of a turbo or supercharger. Now, that poses the question: what would you shoehorn
this big-block Chevy into? Read more video news. Cars News Chevrolet Video Car tuning. Mark
McNabb. Mark McNabb was a contributor at TopSpeed from to Read More. What do you think?
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job. By dukeman , August 26, in Engines. I am a new member and have asked one question and
had it answered already by Brett, thanks Brett.. My question: I just bought a Southwind one
owner in excellent condition. I know it is a old one but before I sink a lot of money into this
endeavor I want to make sure it is for us. Loosing your brakes in the mountains is not when to
decide to change the brake fluid. The GM 7. The basic engine is a real workhorse. The following
is just my opinion. I feel that any coach up to 34' is just about the max for a gas engine. That
being said, if you drive it right it should do the job for you. You might want to take I across
Nebraska and Wyoming. There aren't as many mountains that way and it is a nice trip. Lots of
flat areas along the way, plus who doesn't want plus weather this time of the year. Have fun and
enjoy your trip. I had a 91 pace arrow I bought new. What I did to help mine was I changed the
thermostat to a from the than came with it. I also wired the fans to a manual switch that I could
control myself. I always thought it ran to hot especially climbing a big hill or idling. What I did
helped. I would also go to a Banks exhaust and KN air cleaner if I still had the coach. The is a
great engine. Our Southwind engine, 32' made the trip from Denver to the Grand Canyon just
fine last year and has been very reliable for the last 3 years we've owned it. We love the coach
and don't think we need to upgrade anytime soon. If you take any hills or passes, keep in mind
you may take a little more time than before. Ours usually take the steepest Colorado mountains
at about mph, and I take the downgrades at the same speed by downshifting accordingly. The
only problem I've had with mine is a small power steering fluid leak, which I plan on fixing this
winter. A real quick benchmark is the 18 wheelers. Physics dictates that your equilibrium speed
is slower than an empty 18 wheeler and faster than a loaded one. If you find your speed
increasing, use the brakes firmly and long enough to slow you down so you can "grab" a lower
gear. BTW, the same concept applies to diesels, but they can also factor in the use of the
exhaust or engine brake or transmission retarder. Well said Brett, you are correct, and I should
have been more specific. With our coach, we also have the Dual Range aux transmission from
U. Gear installed and this basically doubles the gears I have available. On a long downhill grade
like from the Eisenhower tunnel to Dillon CO on I I hit the button on the dual range to down shift
and also down shift on
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the column. With downshifting this much, I never have to hit the brakes the entire 5 miles. As
far as the original post, the terrain they will follow is not as steep, but they will encounter some
hills. Just check your fluid levels and maintain the engine properly, and you will really enjoy the
trip. You will really enjoy the scenery! You will be able to leave a comment after signing in.
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